
UV/LED GEL POLISH

Healthy,Environmental,Friendly

No toxic,No shrinkage,No wrinkless,No bubbles

Quick drying with UV or LED lamp

Long lasting for 30 days with high glossy on the nail

Easy to apply and easy to remove,allow you for 
professional or home nail art design

Nice and vivid color above 2000 colors

                      
9D CAT EYE GEL

1.Clean nails then trim nail surface.

2.Fully shake up the gel polish, it can make the gel polish color 
balanced. 

3.Apply Base coat,cure with UV lamp or LED lamp. 

4.Apply black uv gel,cure with UV lamp or LED lamp. 

5.Apply magnetic uv gel,put the magnet over the nails for 10-15 
seconds to get the cat eye effect,then immediately cure with UV 
lamp or LED lamp. 

6.Apply no wipe top coat,cure with UV lamp or LED lamp. 



PLATINUM GEL

1.Healthy and safe

2.Highly pigment shine bright like diamond

3.Non-toxic,eco-friendly

4.Good color smooth

5.High gloss wear durable at least 3-4weeks 

LUMINOUS GEL-fantastic colors glow in 
the dark. There will be fluorescent effect in 
relatively dark place.

It can be long lasting for 30 days charming 
soak off gel nails polish.

There are 36 colors can be chose.



THREE COLOR TEMPERATURE 
CHANGE GEL-Colors will vary from 
different temperature.When temperature 
change respectively,the color will appear 
fading shades from light to medium to dark. 

*Magic colors,interesting and funny

*Super shinning and high gloss

*Odorless with eco-friendly 
and anti-yellowing property.

PAINTING GEL/COLOR GEL

1.Natural resin

2.High saturation without chipping or fading

3.Exquisite package,private label available

4.Ideal for creating your own beautiful nail art 
design on finger or toe nails

5.Suitable for using with other nail art products

6.Total 267colors to choose



SPIDER GEL -pull out unlimited creativity,allowing 
you to create an original nail design.

The spider gel can be applied to the entire nail or only 
to the nail edge.It is very portable and easy to 
operate.Spider gel is suitable for festive nail art, and 
for everyday look.

Small tip: Use a small or delicated brush pen.

REINFORCED GEL 

1.Super adhesion

2.Reinforced nail surface

3.Anti-upturned

4.No yellowing

5.Soft/thin nails' essential



BUILDER GEL

1.Eco-friendly material

2.Easy to apply and easy soak off

3.Suitable to apply on UV nails/arylic nails/natural 
nails

4.Strengthen your nails with a durable shiny coat

5.Suitable for professional use or home use

NO WIPE/MATTE TOP COAT

1.Super shine for 4 weeks 

2.Good to protect the nail color

3.No shrinking 

4.No yellowing

5.Cure with UV lamp or LED lamp


